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English 2010.19 

Intermediate College Writing 
Fall 2014 

!
!  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !  !

Mr. Ryan Adams 
English 2010-19 
CRN # 26568 
Tues. Thurs. 10:30AM-11:45AM   McDanold 207 
Office: HCC 458 
Phone: 435-216-2042 
Email: radams@dixie.edu 
Office Hours:   Tues. and Thurs. 1-2pm 
  If these times are not convenient, email to set an appointment.  !
Required Texts & Materials 

1. Ramage, John D., John C. Bean, and June Johnson. The Allyn & Bacon Guide to Writing. 7th ed. Boston: Pearson, 
2015. ISBN: 978-0-321-91430-9. 

2. 1” 3-ring binder for final portfolio 
3. Writer’s Notebook: 1 subject notebook and a red colored pen used for Writer’s Workshops and other informal 

writings  !
Course Catalog Description 
Partially fulfills General Education English requirement. Provides opportunities to analyze and write academic papers, 
including the research-supported essay, through writing and revising a number of essays. Other activities, such as portfolios, 
library research, and tests may be used to help students improve their writing of advanced-level papers. Successful students 
will demonstrate competence in the use of standard written English, in analyzing texts, in correctly paraphrasing, 
summarizing and quoting source material, and in appropriately citing the work of others. Prerequisite: ENGL 1010 (Grade C 
or higher); AND LIB 1010 (can be concurrently enrolled). !
Overall English Department Mission & Emphasis Statements 
The English Department at Dixie State College strives to instill in students an appreciation for the centrality of language and 
literature in human culture, particularly their function in social, historical, and political contexts. Students who major in 
English master skills in analyzing and evaluating texts and other media, as well as learning how to produce focused critical 
essays. As a subset to the English Department, the Composition Program seeks to fulfill the mission of both the department 
and the overall college GE mission. In particular, the program wants to strengthen students’ skills and confidence in writing 
and critical thinking. It also seeks to increase students’ written fluency, and help them better formulate and organize ideas into 
focused, developed, articulate, and persuasive essays.  !!
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Specific Course Learning Outcomes !
READING/THINKING OBJECTIVES  
By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  
1. Identify a writer’s purpose/thesis.  
2. Understand a writer’s organization and structure.  
3. Recognize a writer’s tone, defined as an author’s attitude toward subject and audience.  
4. Assess the effectiveness of a writer’s presentation of detail in support of a main idea.  
5. Analyze a writer’s possible underlying assumptions and biases.  
6. Use relevant, convincing, and sufficient evidence and logic.  !
WRITING OBJECTIVES  
By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  
1. Assess the relationship of writers to audience and purpose.  
2. Understand the value of the five stages of the writing process: prewriting, writing, revising, editing, publishing.   
3. Carefully choose and restrict the subject, and create a precise thesis statement that will control the selection, 
arrangement, and presentation of material.  
4. Use strategies for creating effective overall structure, including the use of categories, topic sentences, 
transitions, parallel structure, and repeated key words and synonyms.  
5. Write unified, coherent, and developed paragraphs that effectively use topic sentences, repeated key terms, 
synonyms, pronouns, and transitions.  
6. Compose introductory paragraphs that get the reader's attention, state the thesis, suggest a plan of development, 
make positive first impressions, and set the tone.  
7. Compose concluding paragraphs that give a sense of closing.  
8. Recognize and avoid fragments, run-ons (both fused sentences & comma splices), faulty modifiers, and 
problems with subject/verb agreement and pronoun-antecedent agreement.  
9. Consistently use punctuation and mechanics in a manner consistent with standard written English.  
10. Understand choices related to style, emphasis, and sentence variety.  
11. Gain knowledge of the rules of grammar, punctuation, usage, and standard documentation (MLA).  !
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  
By the end of English 2010, students will demonstrate their ability to:  
1. Critically assess research information and incorporate such research into their papers.  
2. Paraphrase, summarize, and quote source material in original essays.   
3. Understand and avoid plagiarism.  
4. Know when and how to use the following methods of incorporation:  
 a. Introduction of quotations and paraphrases.  
 b. Use of quotation marks, brackets, and ellipses.  
 c. Use of long quotations.  
 d. Use of passages combining paraphrases and quotations.  
 e. Proper forms for documenting and citing of sources.  
5. Use a broad array of the DSC Library’s print and online research resources, such as the library catalog, subject-
specific encyclopedias, article databases, and Utah’s catalog.  
6. Use the MLA style of parenthetical documentation and bibliographic form.  
7. Develop a preliminary bibliography, notes, and an outline (or other organizational strategy) as steps in writing a 
research paper.  !!!!!!
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Grades 
I consider your learning to be more important than your grades; however, the college does require the use of grades in order 
to assess your learning. Your grade will be based on standard and typical percentages.  
Grading Scale: A=100%-90%; B=89%-80%; C=79%-70%; D=69%-60%; F=59%-0% !
1. Long Research paper (40%): 10-12 pages of text + 1 works cited page = 11-13 pages total! !

This formal research essay provides the opportunity to reflect upon the major questions and issues under review. Your 
well-researched essay can be over any topic you choose (with professor’s approval). The essay may include your 
personal response, but it should NOT be solely a personal response to the matter under discussion. The ultimate goals of 
this research paper include the following: 1. Gain knowledge of the ways to effectively synthesize academic sources into 
academic research essays. 2. Gain an understanding of the importance of analytical thinking and critical reading. 3. Write 
a research paper that effectively incorporates thesis statements and academic sources to support those thesis statements. 
4. Learn to evaluate the content and quality of the sources they consider using in their research essays.  !
Required Essay Format: All formal written assignments should adhere to MLA guidelines for formatting, which include 
being typed, double-spaced, and stapled. Font size should be 12 point Times New Roman font.   !
This essay should demonstrate the following kinds of understanding. Essays should meet assignment requirements of 
page length and number of sources. The writing should be interesting and engaging because of its informative or creative 
approach. Each essay should demonstrate consistent critical and creative thinking. Your purpose for writing and your 
audience should be clear. Your ideas should be unified, coherent, clear, and developed tightly, thoroughly, and 
thoughtfully. Supporting details, quotes, and summaries/paraphrases should be relevant and well-chosen. You should 
incorporate artful transitions, thus demonstrating a progression of thought that has been consciously planned for and 
achieved. You should strive to maintain a definite voice behind the writing. Each essay should express a definite point of 
view that is strongly supported. Grammar, punctuation, and usage should be controlled by the writer and create a fluent, 
clear expression of thought. Finally, MLA format for the heading, the use of quotations, and the works cited page are 
followed. These are what we call “higher-order concerns” because much good writing demonstrates the use of these 
elements.  !
After these higher-order concerns, I attend to “lower-order concerns,” important matters to be sure, elements that can 
negatively impact the clarity of one’s writing, but they don’t necessarily impede understanding of an essay. After I’ve 
assessed the paper looking at the above elements, I will consider the following:  
a. Spelling. 
b. Sentence Fragments and Run-On Sentences: By far the biggest problem I see in the majority of the papers I grade 

in any class is sentence construction, and besides spelling, sentence fragments and run-on sentences are the most 
frequent errors I see. 

c. MLA Guidelines: Be sure to review MLA guidelines regarding the formatting of essays in English classes. Those 
guidelines can be found in the Rules of Thumb text as well as online in a multitude of sites. Purdue University’s 
Online Writing Lab (OWL for short) is a good place to start. http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/  !

It is absolutely important that you strive to eliminate misspelled words, sentence fragments, and run-on sentences from 
your writing. Emails and professional writing looks much more intelligent when it is free of these common errors. 
Therefore, a great deal of our class, when it comes to editing, will focus on eliminating these common mistakes that can 
detract from your intended meaning.  !
Revisions: It is my firm belief that writing is rarely, if ever, “finished.” Writing is always a recursive activity. To that 
end, we will complete multiple drafts of each essay before turning it into me. Grades earned on an essay can almost 
always be improved through revision. !

2. Participation (20%) 
Participation means you are in class, listening, and writing.  The best way to determine your participation (and at the 
same time, your attendance) will be to assign in class writing exercises.  Each writing exercise must be completed in 
class and turned in to me at the end of class.  Each exercise is worth 100 points, and will be graded as either complete 
(100 points), mostly complete (50 point) or incomplete (0 points).  A complete 100 means that you were present in class 
and wrote enough to demonstrate to me that you were listening and participating in class.  A mostly completed shows 
that you were present during class, but wrote very little and did not demonstrate much participation or understanding of 
the class.  Incomplete means I didn’t get an assignment from you.    !
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Do not take participation lightly.  I believe the only way to learn how to write is to write a lot.  And to share your writing 
with others.  For this reason, students should be prepared to share their writing in class.  This will allow me, and your 
classmates, to offer encouragement and helpful criticism.  If you are nervous about showing your writing to others, just 
be aware that everyone will be sharing their writing.  Also remember that writers of all abilities and experience begin by 
writing badly.  Writers of all abilities will pre-write, write, revise, and edit side by side and learn from one another. You 
can expect plenty of false starts, blank pages, and writer’s block, but you can also expect a tremendous amount of 
success, demonstrated through improved critical thinking, reading, and writing skills.  !

3. Final Portfolio (20%) 
Students usually get much more out of a course when they are asked to go through all their writing and make a portfolio 
from their pieces. Your portfolio should demonstrate what you have learned over the course of the semester, self-
awareness and the ability for self-reflection and self-assessment; therefore, it should provide evidence of your ability to 
be reflective about your own writing strengths and weaknesses and awareness of your writing process. It should 
demonstrate awareness of what you have learned about your development as a writer, and it should demonstrate 
knowledge of the writing, revising, and editing process by showing how this knowledge applies to the essays in the 
portfolio.  !
Your portfolio will include the following elements: 

a. A final, self-reflexive letter in which you address your growth as a writer.  
b. Your final long research essay along with all drafts and any feedback from peers and/or instructors.  
c. At least 8 other “pieces” (for a total of 10 pieces in your portfolio). These can include any in-class writing, 

any journal writing, and any other pieces of writing that you feel best represent what you have learned in this 
class.  

d. Annotated Bibliography: at least seven sources !
4.   Assigned Essays (10%) 

I will assign three essays over the course of the semester:  an exploratory essay, a summary/response, and a synthesis 
essay.  The essays are designed to give you material for your final research essay.  That means the topic for each of the 
essays should be the topic you choose for your research.   !
Each essay is worth 100 points, and will be graded on clarity of purpose, successful transitions, focused paragraphs, 
varied and grammatically correct sentences, and fulfillment of the essay requirements.   !

5.   Annotated Bibliography (10%) 
The annotated bibliography will be turned in two sources at a time.  Each pair of sources is worth 100 points.  (see 
schedule for due dates) !

If you have any questions about your grade at any point in the term, you can schedule an appointment with me, bring in all 
your work, and we can talk about it. I will not discuss individual grades during class time.  !
Attendance Policy 
Attendance is mandatory.  That said, I do not like to begin class by taking roll.  This is college and it is up to you to be in 
class and participating.  This is also a writing class, and as such I don’t want to waste your time by calling out your names.  
Instead of taking roll, I will take attendance by giving in class writing assignments.  The assignments will not be listed on the 
schedule and I will not inform the class beforehand when I intend to give an in class assignment.  Students should assume 
that each class will have an in class assignment.   !
In class writing cannot be completed outside of class and turned in later.  Excuses for missing in class assignments include: 
you are dead; someone you know just died; you are in the hospital; you have contracted the Ebola virus and don’t want to 
infect the class.  In other words, come to class.   !
I do realize that students have lives outside of class, and things can happen that no one could ever plan for.  The most 
common complications I have found are the result of campus activities.  For example, if you participate in sports, are in 
student government, or participate in university activities that may affect your attendance, I can work with you to maintain 
your attendance and participation grade.  That said, it is your responsibility to contact me about your situation.  If 
I don’t hear from you, I will assume you simply decided not to come. !
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Turning in Assignments 
Due to printing costs and viruses and overall confusion, I do not accept e-mailed assignments.  I also dislike reading and 
commenting on assignments using canvas.  Therefore, all assignments must be turned in to me on paper the day they are due.   !
Late Assignments 
There are three kinds of assignments in this class (aside from the final research essay and portfolio which are turned in at the 
end of the semester): the three formal essays, the annotated bibliography, and the in class writings.  In class writings will be 
completed in class and cannot be made up (see “Participation” for further details).  The three formal essays (exploratory, 
response, and synthesis) must be turned in on the day they are due.  Each day the essay is late (not including weekends) will 
result in a deduction of 10 points from the total 100 points possible.  After 5 days the essay will receive a zero.  The annotated 
bibliography will be turned in two sources at a time. (see schedule for due dates).  Each pair of annotations is worth 100 
points and must be presented to me at the beginning of the first class of the week they are due.  Annotations  turned in on the 
second class of the week will receive 50 points.  Annotations turned in later than the second class of the week will receive a 
zero. !
Email  
All DSC students are automatically assigned a Dixie D-mail email account. If you don’t know your user name and password, 
go to www.dixie.edu, click “Current Students,” then under “Student Services” select “Dmail” to set-up your dmail account. 
Important class and college information will be sent to your Dixie dmail account. This information includes your DSC bill, 
financial aid/scholarship notices, notification of dropped classes, reminders of important dates and events, and other 
information critical to your success in this class and at DSC. In addition, I sometimes communicate important information to 
the entire class via email; therefore, it is vital that you check your Dixie dmail account often.  !
The DSC Writing Center   
Occasionally, you may feel the need for additional assistance with your compositions. I encourage you to make use of the 
services of the Writing Center and its trained writing consultants throughout the semester. One-to-one writing assistance is 
available to you free of charge at the DSC Writing Center (this service is for writing assignments in all courses, not just 
English!). “The Writing Center is staffed by peer tutors who offer suggestions, instruction, and tips to help you improve your 
individual skills. Please keep in mind that the Writing Center is not a proofreading service. We focus on helping you become 
a better writer rather than helping you correct every single mistake in an essay. Tutors give basic suggestions for 
improvement and teach you to review your own papers. We will do our best to help you improve your writing skills, but 
responsibility for generating a perfectly written, error-free paper lies solely with you.”  !
The Writing Center is located in the first floor of the Browning Bldg. Call 652-7743 for more information and check their 
website at http://new.dixie.edu/english/dsc_writing_center.php for updated hours of operation.  !
You can also consult the Online Writing Lab website for information on a variety of issues related to writing, and for 
numerous links to relevant web-sites. To reach the page, type the following link in your browser http://dsc.dixie.edu/owl/, or 
go to the DSC home page, select “Academics,” and scroll down to “Tutoring,” then click “Online Writing Lab.”  !
Official Statements 
University approved absences: Dixie State University Policy explains in detail what needs to happen if you anticipate being 
absent from class because of a university-sponsored activity (athletic events, club activities, field trips for other classes, etc).  
Please read this information and follow the instructions carefully!  The policy can be found at: http://www.dixie.edu/
humanres/policy/sec5/523.html !
Americans with Disabilities (ADA) Statement: The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination 
statute that provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities. If you are a student with a medical, 
psychological or a learning difference and requesting reasonable academic accommodations due to this disability, you must 
provide an official request of accommodation to your professor(s) from the Disability Resource Center within the first two 
weeks of the beginning of classes. Students are to contact the center on the main campus to follow through with, and receive 
assistance in the documentation process to determine the appropriate accommodations related to their disability. You may call 
(435) 652-7516 for an appointment and further information regarding the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 per 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Our office is located right next to the Testing Center on the bottom floor of the 
Financial Aid and Career Center building. 

http://www.dixie.edu/humanres/policy/sec5/523.html
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Student Conduct & Disruptive Behavior: Behavior that interferes with the learning of other students will not be tolerated. 
The Dixie State College Policies and Procedures Manual, Section 3-34, states:  “Teachers at Dixie State College have the 
right to manage the classroom environment to ensure a good learning climate. Toward this end, teachers (or college security) 
may dismiss and remove disruptive students from individual class activities. If a student’s behavior continues to disrupt class 
activities, the teacher may dismiss and cause the removal of disruptive students from his or her course.” Students who are 
asked to leave class should do so quietly and without confrontation. They will be expected to schedule a meeting with the 
instructor before being allowed to attend class again. If students start a disturbance, the instructor will call Campus Security 
to have the students removed from campus. Students are not allowed to interfere with the learning of others.  
Cell phones are a serious distraction to everyone in the class, including the instructor. It is inappropriate to make or receive 
phone calls, to text message, or to check messages once a student enters a classroom, especially during scheduled class time. 
Students should remember to turn off their phones before entering the classroom (especially if their class is in the Tutoring 
Center). If students must leave their cell phones on for any reason, they should set them to vibrate or disable the ringer. If a 
student’s cell phone disturbs the class, the students will be asked to leave class and consult with the instructor about being 
readmitted to class. If a student is caught looking at a cell phone or other electronic device or texting during class, the 
instructor will assume the student is cheating, and the student will forfeit any points for that day and may be asked to leave 
class.  !
Classroom rudeness will NOT be tolerated and may result in immediate expulsion from the class meeting and/or the course at 
the professor's discretion. Students must come to class on time, take notes (on paper), and remain in class until the end of the 
session. During class students should be polite to one another and the professor, being attentive to the matters being discussed 
through active participation and note taking. Rudeness includes (but is not limited to) COMPUTER USAGE, LAUGHING, 
NOTE PASSING, PASSIVELY SITTING, SLEEPING, TALKING, AND TEXTING. !
Academic Honesty/Integrity Policy 

Academic dishonesty in any form will not be tolerated at Dixie State College, including but not limited to plagiarism on 
written assignments, submitting other person's work as one's own, and cheating on exams or quizzes. Teachers at Dixie 
State College may discipline students proven guilty of academic dishonesty by: 
a. Giving a failing grade on the specific assignment where dishonesty occurred, 
b. Failing the student in the entire course, 
c. Immediately dismissing and removing the student from the course, and/or 
d. Referring the student to Student Affairs, a committee which may reprimand, place on probation, suspend, and/or 

expel the student. 
For more information, see the Student Academic Misconduct section of DSU policy at http://dixie.edu/
humanres/policy/sec5/533.html#appeals  !

Campus resources:  Several campus resources are available to help you succeed.  Check out the links for each one to get 
more information. !

If you need help understanding the content of your courses, go to the Tutoring Center located on the 4th floor of the 
Holland Centennial Commons in Room 431. You can visit them online at http://www.dixie.edu/tutoring/ !
If you need help writing papers, essays, etc go to the Writing Center on the fourth floor of the Holland Centennial 
Commons in room 421.  You can also visit them online at http://dixiewritingcenter.com/ !
If you need to use a computer to do schoolwork on campus, go to the Smith Computer Center or the Holland 
Centennial Commons on the second, mezzanine, or third floors. !
If you are assigned to take a test in the Testing Center, go to the North Plaza.  You can get information on their 
website at http://www.dixie.edu/testing/ !
The Library has all kinds of information and resources.  Visit the Dixie State University Library on the 2nd, and 3rd 
floors of the Holland Centennial Commons, or go to the library website at http://library.dixie.edu/  !!!!!!

!!!!!!

http://dixie.edu/humanres/policy/sec5/533.html#appeals
http://dixiewritingcenter.com/
http://www.dixie.edu/testing/
http://library.dixie.edu/
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Week 1 (Jan. 13, 15)   
Get sources and begin exploring topics 

a. introduce class and exploratory essay 
b. give scantron 
c. AB chapter 6 concepts 6.1 - 6.2 

a. free write to discover topic: asking questions, 
browsing library’s journal database, current 
events, what don’t you understand?  what do 
you want to learn? 

d. AB chapter 14 concept 14.1  
a. what makes a good source  
b. formatting a works cited 

e. AB chapter 6 pg. 131 - 133 
a. three sentence annotation 

a. rhetorical info 
b. source’s main ideas 
c. evaluation of source 

f. assignment: bring in two annotated sources next 
week !

Week 2 (Jan. 20, 22)   
Work on exploratory draft 

a. AB chapter 12.3 essay structure 
a. what’s in an introduction and what’s in the 

conclusion  
b. AB chapter 12.1 

a. purposeful and focused paragraphs 
b. exploring singular idea 
c. topic sentences/transitions 
d. unified coherent sentences 

c. assignment: find and annotate two more sources !
Week 3 (Jan. 27, 29) 

Exploratory essay due Tues. Jan 27th  
(2 pages) 

a. AB chapter 5 introduce response essay 
a. AB 5.1 rhetorical reading (pg 82 - 87) 

a. reading with and against the grain 
b. read for structure and content (pg. 102 
-104) 

b. understanding strong response writing (pg. 92 - 
101) 

a. Exploring ideas (pg. 106 - 107) 
b. articulating your purpose for reading, and 

writing a thesis (pg. 109 - 110) (writing a 
thesis statement is also found in AB chapter 
2.2)  

c. AB chapter 5.2 progressing from prewriting to 
writing 

a. finding a framework for your essay (pg. 111) 
d. assignment: find two more sources !!!!!

Week 4 (Feb. 3, 5) 
Work on response draft 

a. apply previous chapter concepts to your own writing 
a. introduce possible essay structures 
b. recognizing organizational strategies in other 

writings 
c. what structure best fits your essay 

b. AB chapter 14 (pg. 348 - 355) summary, paraphrase, 
quotation, and attributive tags !

Week 5 (Feb. 10, 12) 
Summary response due Tues. Feb 10th  
(3 pages) 

a. AB chapter 8 introduce synthesis essay. 
a. questions to ask to examine rhetorical features 

(pg. 185) 
b. questions to ask to help you explore similarities 

and differences (pg. 188) 
b. combining sources as a way to discover new 

questions and new direction 
a. questions to help you develop your own views 

(pg. 190) 
c. grammar lesson 

a. comma splices and run on sentences and 
fragments 

b. redundancies 
c. correct use of sources. 
d. avoiding wordiness. !

Week 6 (Feb. 17, 19).  
Work on synthesis draft 

a. progressing from writing to revising 
b. who is your audience and what is your purpose 
c. large order concerns and small order concerns 
d. organizational strategies 

a. first and last sentence exercise.  
b. create outline 
c. bubble tree 

e. concise and precise language 
f. varied sentence and repetition to create voice and 

tone. 
g. assignment: bring in two more sources !

Week 7 (Feb. 24, 26).  
Writing Practice AB chapter 12.4 - 12.6 

a. create unified coherent sentences 
b. create unified coherent paragraphs 
c. purposeful structure 
d. focus focus focus !!!!!!

Detailed Weekly Schedule for Eng. 2010-19
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Week 8 (Mar. 3, 5)  
Begin workshop writing for final research 

Synthesis due on Tuesday March 3rd (4 
pages) 

a. introduce research essay 
b. AB chapter 9 writing a classical argument 

a. page 206 - 209  
a. stating a claim and articulating reasons 
b. identifying underlying assumptions 
c. evaluating evidence 
d. addressing objections 

c. revisit the three assigned essays 
d. place them into a single document and look for 

a. purpose 
b. focusing idea 
c. organization (first last sentence exercise) !

Week 9 (Mar. 9, 13)  Spring Break !
Week 10 (Mar. 17, 19) 

Revisit sources 
a. Bring everything you have written to 

class, including your sources (some 
sources may be lengthy, so it’s a 
good idea to copy segments from the 
source to bring to class)  

b. rhetorical features: 
a. who is the author (point of view, authority, job 

title) 
b. where was it published 
c. what is its purpose 

c. introducing sources 
d. using them in text 
e. how do they fit in your essay - remember this is 

your essay: sources should support your ideas !
Week 11 (Mar. 24, 26)  

Research draft due on Tues. March 24th. 
(at least 7 - 8 pages) 

a. discovering and focusing your purpose 
b. revisit chapter 9 making a supportable claim  and 

clarifying your purpose 
c. revisit organizational strategies 

a. first last sentence and transitions 
b. outline 
c. how to create a logical and clear order to your 

essay 
d. what questions have not been addressed? 
e. dealing with objections — conceding, adjusting 

purpose, debunking !!!!

Week 12 (Mar. 31, Apr. 2)  
Explore personal investment 

a. analyze yourself 
a. what is your point of view? 
b. what gives you authority to write about this? 
c. how to use personal experience 
d. difference between personal experience and 

evidence (objective/subjective) 
b. assignment: add personal story to research essay 

(one page) !
Week 13 (Apr. 7, 9)  

How personal story can improve the 
introduction and conclusion 

a. incorporating personality into research essay 
b. what is the purpose of “I” in a research essay 
c. how to use personal story to grab the reader’s 

interest 
d. how to avoid using personal story (your’s or any 

personal story) as evidence to support a claim !
Week 14 (Apr. 14, 16)  

Turn in complete draft on Tues. Apr. 
14th (ten pages not including works 
cited) 

a. first and last sentence exercise again 
b. identifying subjective or poorly supported claims 
c. perfecting the introduction 
d. concluding without saying “I am concluding” !

Week 15 (Apr. 21, 23)  
Workshop week 

a. bring in everything you’ve got 
a. useful segments from sources 
b. completed annotated bibliography 
c. everything you have written up to this point 

(research essay drafts, in class writings, three 
assigned essays) 

b. editing 
a. comma usage and other punctuation issues. 
b. run on sentences and sentence fragments 
c. correct use of sources 

c. discuss portfolio 
a. what is a reflective letter 
b. 8 pieces of writing, including assigned essays 
c. research essay with drafts !

Week 16 (Apr. 28, 30)  
Final editing 

a. peer edits (look for punctuation, typos, common 
misspelled words, run ons and splices  

b. scantron 
c. turn in portfolios Thurs. Apr. 30 !

Week 17 May 1-8 Finals week


